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I Introduction

Energy confinement time in tokamaks exhibits a clear dependence on global plasma
parameters. This is not the case for transport coefficients: their dependence on local plasma
parameters cannot be precisely established. The aim of the present paper is to give a possible
explanation of this behaviour: turbulence propagates radially because of departure from
cylindrical geometry. This implies that the turbulence level at a given point and hence transport
coefficients are not only functions of local plasma parameters. A quantitative estimate of the
propagation velocity is derived from a Lagrangian formalism. Two cases are considered: the
effect of toroidicity (section 2) as already qualitatively discussed in [1] and the effect of non
linear mode-mode coupling (section 3). In the last section, the consequences of this model are
discussed. This process does not depend on the type of instability. For the sake of simplicity
only electrostatic perturbations will be considered in the present paper.

n Toroidal coupling

In cylindrical approximation, an electrostatic perturbation U(x,t) can be expressed as:
-icut+imo-ind)

U(x,l)= U0(M1n) e
 V (1)

In (1), 9 (0) is the poloidal (toroidal) angle, r is the minor radius and rm its value at the
resonant surface where the safety factor q is equal to m/n. The radial eigenfunction function U0

is assumed to be even. In toroidal geometry U(x) is described by a sum of modes:

E -itut+im9-in6 im5
Um(r-rn,)e with Um(r-rm) = f(rm)e U0(r-rm) (2)

m

The modes are assumed to have the same shape U0 and a phase mismatch 5 between modes is
allowed. Their amplitude is a slowly varying function f(r). If f is a constant, expression (2) is
equivalent to the ballooning representation. Let p(U) be the plasma charge response to U. The
self consistency (Le. plasma quasineutrality) can be expressed by stating that the functional
L(eo,U,U*) = Jdr p(U) U* is extremum in U*. Note that at the extremum L must be equal to
zero. It can be shown that the energy balance of a mode is obtained developing L(eo,U,U*)
around a zero growth rate state ( Y=ImOKX(B) and multiplying by CQ the imaginary pare

L(omy,U,U*)=0 then yto^-ReL(o),U,U*) + Q)ImL=0 (3)
dul
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The first term represents the growth of the energy content of the mode, W = Q) ̂  Re L and
the second one, P = WImL, is the power exchanged between the mode and the particles. The
functional is a sum over mode numbers m and particle species s (temperature T8, density ns,

and diamagnetic frequency mo>s ):

l(co,u,u*) =1 I
m s

(«0.U.U')+ L s ( c o , u , u * )upUng (4)

We consider that part of the functional corresponding to a mode m characterized by its resonant
surface rm. In the following p=r-rm, and d=r/ms is the distance between two adjacent resonant
surfaces, R the major radius and s the shear parameter. The "cylindrical" part reads:

(5)dp
/•
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The first term represents the adiabatic response, the second one the non adiabatic response
where the denominator is the standard Landau damping term, and I0 accounts for the cyclotron
motion. For the sake of simplicity trapped particle response is not expressed. The part related to
toroidal coupling is only significant for ions:

n>,i ^rf((m+E)d)f(md)e
ieS

(6)

with IP = 4Jt2Rr
OMIUB
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The coupling contains two terms e=+/-l corresponding to the interaction of the mode m
with its two neighbours. The toroidal coupling strength is determined by the parameter A(V//),
the horizontal shift of the trajectory normalized to the minor radius (A=qpthiV///2rVthj). Since
U(p) is even and A(v//) is odd the two integrals Ie in L™npUn are equal. Hence:

2cos5f2(md) Im Ii + Re (8)

The mode is driven by a power source from the particles which exists in cylindrical
geometry P = Im LCVJ and an additional term proportional to cosS Im Ii due to toroidicity.
When 05*0 a new term appears which can be expressed as the divergence of an energy flux:

(9)
Dividing * by the energy density W, a group velocity can be obtained, VgrOUp = <

It should be noted that one has also V1011 = d L m L m as already found in [I]. Using
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(5-7), a simplified expression of Vg can be found neglecting Larmor radius effects and the

velocity dépendance of A(V//) and of diamagnetic frequency.

J dp Re (1-|) Uo(p-ed)U*(p) M dp |JoU0M (10)

This velocity is a fraction of the diamagnetic one. It can be noted that modes with S=O(Tt), i.e.

ballooned on the equatorial plane do not propagate, and that the direction of propagation

depends on the sign of S i.e. whether the mode is ballooned at the top or the bottom of the

plasma. This can be understood arguing that energy is taken to the mode by particle escaping

from the larger amplitude zone by curvature drift

m Non linear coupling

The turbulence can be described as a superposition of modes localized around resonant

surfaces r. Each mode is characterized by the triple index La=(ma,na,Va) giving poloidal,

toroidal wavenumber and frequency. By analogy with first case, a "standard shape" is

assumed, U0(r-ra), multiplied by a complex amplitude ua the time average of which does not

depend on space. The gradient of the turbulence level is represented by the function {(TO)'-

i(ma8(t)+na(b(t)-vatut)
a aVW Ua(r-r(x) = fifa) uaU0(r-ra) (11)

For a given mode L0, the cylindrical part is given by (5) and the non linear part reads :

n Q v ne2 *

Houpling= -*-> 2TÏf(rc:) f(rp) ffra-p) iyip «a~P \^a (12)
_ P

J 4jc2 vamr

and AKO,K =K r r r -^- —
a'P coB ^vp va-vp

Using an expansion of f around ra in (12) one obtains a first term proportional to f3(ra) which

gives the average power lost by the mode a by coupling with is neighbours and a second one
which can be expressed as:
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This equation is similar to equation (8) except that there is a sum over many modes. The main

difference is the phase between interacting modes is not so well defined as in toroidal case

where it was +/- o. The integral I „ is slowly varying with modes and in a first approximation

can be taken constant The term (rp+ra_p-2ro)(uaupua_p ) is the analog of do in section 2. K it

is constant in space, (13) is the divergence of an energy flux. Using the mixing length rule to

estimate the turbulence amplitude, a group velocity which is a fraction of the diamagnetic

velocity is found. Nevertheless the constant phase matching has not been proven in the present

paper and one can also envisage that the "average phase" in (13) is random. In this case the

energy flux propagates by jumps of order of the turbulence scale i.e. a few times the ion

Larmor radius at ev* where e lies between -1 and +1. It is found that turbulence amplitude has a

diffusive behaviour with D= Im2S"1.

IV Discussion:

The profile of turbulence level in tokamaks appears to be controlled by two processes:
- The energy source which is approximatively given by its expression in cylindrical geometry.
- À radial propagation of energy contained in fluctuations at velocities scaling like the
diamagnetic velocity. It may be due to the toroidal coupling as well as non linear coupling of
modes localized on neighbouring magnetic surfaces. Toroidal coupling convects energy while
non linear coupling may create a convection or a diffusion since phase matching between
adjacent modes makes both behaviours possible. It should be noted that, as this is the case for
standard waves, propagation can be hampered by impedance mismatch due for example to
diamagnetic velocity shear.

Some practical consequences are expected. The heat conductivity may not depend on
local parameter but rather on a weighted stability of the whole profile. For instance the
turbulence level at the plasma edge could be dominated by the influence of turbulence
propagating from the SOL rather than local stability. As already discussed in [1] this model
explains some features of the turbulent front observed during pellet injection.
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